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ABSTRACT 
 
Nowadays teaching characters as an important part of teaching Chinese as a 
foreign language is far more behind other courses. It is often attached to 
comprehensive course, or only opens in the initial stage, occupies few class hours. 
The exercises in the textbook which considered as an important way to learn 
characters are not only the key to activate the knowledge, also a critical mean to 
transfer knowledge into skills. Its writing plays a vital role in the whole teaching 
process. Therefore, we focus on the study of exercises of primary character 
textbooks .This research mainly divided into six parts:  
Introduction part puts forward the object, content and significance of this study. 
Then on the basis of predecessors' research, we proved the feasibility of this research. 
Then we introduce the research methods, the source of corpus, and define the "initial 
stage" & "practice", and introduce the textbooks.  
In Chapter1, on the basis of data, the study concluded that: except the amount 
of exercises in "<Ti yan han zi>" is more than 3000, the rest of the three fluctuate 
between 1000-1500; Except <Ti yan han zi>, the rest of the three’s density 
negatively correlated with the amount. The amount of each element of characters can 
be roughly divided into three layers: the 1st layer are consist of pinyin, components 
and meanings, the 2nd are stroke, order and structure, the third floor are for writing 
and reading. Meanings in four textbooks have an advantage in proportion, but the 
layout of each character element is different in four textbooks, each have emphasize 
particularly on. And then according to the data results、 academic views and 
questionnaire, we make a comprehensive evaluation about it.  
In chapter2，through analysis of the question types in four textbooks we found 
that except <xin bian han zi jin liang>the remaining three’s type numbers are 
between 20-30.But the selections of four textbooks are different. Through 
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types and varying types. Therefore, combined with the use frequency and mutual 
types, we choose "make words, choose characters to fill in the blanks, match, write 
out the pinyin of characters, add stoke(s) or radicals or components to make new 
characters and classify" as the main research targets. And analyzes them with 
questionnaire results .Then, study the question types of pinyin exercises, structure 
exercises, components exercises and meaning exercises with the questionnaire 
results.  
In chapter 3, analyzes the layout of exercises Settings mainly from three aspects: 
the exercises requirements 、answers and samples.  
In chapter 4, to make up for the questionnaire, we analyzes the character errors 
in continuity errors of Chinese characters inter-language corpus of Zhong Shan 
university and HSK dynamic composition corpus of Peking language university. 
And we found that stroke errors, components errors and errors associated with 
pinyin predominate.  
The fifth chapter is conclusion. We put forward some other advices to character 
exercise designing and point out the deficiency of this study.  
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重点复习第 1 课的汉字，第 7 课重点复习第 2 课的汉字。 
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